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  Photo 1: “Untitled” (tarps), 10.5" x 13.5", color photo of the building exterior draped in tarps at night. 

  Photo 2: "Spurious Artifacts 20", 10.5" x 13.5", color photo taken from inside the building viewing 
outside at laser drawings at night. 

  Photo 3: "Spurious Artifacts 13", 10.5" x 13.5",  b/w photo of the building's interior scaffolding. 

  Photo 4: “Untitled” (Memory), 10.5" x 13.5", color photo of the building exterior draped in tarps at 
night with a view of the interior stairwell. The word memory is printed on an exposed beam. 

   Photo 5: “Untitled”(Fantasy, History, Memory), 10.5" x 13.5", color photo taken from inside the library 
looking out at Eastman building.  The words fantasy, history, memory are painted on exposed beams. 

  Photo 6: "Spurious Artifact 5", 10.5" x 13.5", b/w photo of the building interior drywall with a square 
window waiting to be hung. 

  Photo 7: “Untitled” (Fantasy), 4.5" x 12.75", color photo of the interior of the building draped in clear 
tarps with the word fantasy painted on a beam. 

  Photo 8: “Untitled” (Body), 5" x 12.5", color photo of a beam with the word BODY painted on it. 

  Photo 9: "Spurious Artifacts 9", 10.5" x 13.5", sepia colored photo of crumbling concrete and a tall 
narrow window. 

  Photo 10: "Spurious Artifacts 27", 10.5" x 13.5", blue wash photo of interior scaffolding. 

  Photo 11: "Spurious Artifacts 25", 10.5" x 13.5", sepia colored photo of bricks stacked on a dolly with 
additional bricks drawn in laser. 

  Photo 12: “Untitled”, 5.25" x 12", color photo of concrete beams with the words trace, body, fold 
painted in red on the beams.  

  Photo 13: "Spurious Artifacts 26", 10.5" x 13.5", b/w photo of cinder block wall and a dolly in the 
middle ground. 

 


